Personality disorders have been defined as "stable over time". However, research now supports marked change in the symptoms of these disorders and significant individual variability in the trajectories across time. Using the Longitudinal Study of Personality Disorders, we explore the ability of the Revised Interpersonal Adjective Scales -Big Five (IASR-B5; Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990) to predict individual variation in initial value and rate of change in borderline personality disorder symptoms. The dimensions of the IASR-B5 predict variability in initial symptoms and rates of change. Interaction effects emerged between Dominance and Conscientiousness, Love and Neuroticism, and Conscientiousness and Neuroticism in predicting initial symptoms, and between Dominance and Love, and Love and Neuroticism in predicting rates of change suggesting that the effects of broad domains of personality are not merely additive but conditional on each other.
One of the cardinal features of the personality disorders (PD) as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000) is that they are "enduring" and "stable over time" (p. 685). However, the data from a number of large prospective longitudinal studies converge in the finding that PDs are not as stable as once thought (Cohen, Crawford, Johnson, & Kasen, 2005; Johnson et al., 2000; Lenzenweger, 1999; Skodol et al., 2005; Zanarini, Frankenburg, Hennen, & Silk, 2003) . Evidence has accumulating that this group of disorders does, in fact, demonstrate marked change over time (Skodol, 2008) . These results point towards a hope filled reconceptualization of PD as a diagnosis that can and does change. This is good news, as these disorders have been shown to be highly prevalent (Lenzenweger, Lane, Loranger, & Kessler, 2008; Lenzenweger, Loranger, Korfine, & Neff, 1997) and very costly at both personal (Yen et al., 2005) and societal levels (Bender et al., 2001) . On the other hand, this places the burden on researchers and clinicians to develop etiological, descriptive, diagnostic, and treatment models that accommodate this emerging view that now argues against PD as a rigid and inflexible form of psychopathology. As part of these new efforts, personality assessment can no longer treat the assessment of PD as the assessment of a static entity. The implication for personality assessment is that it must also move beyond capturing static "snapshots" of functioning in PD, and move towards measuring the dynamic elements of stability and change in functioning and disorders. Therefore, it is important to establish what the individual risk and protective factors are that augment or mitigate an individual's trajectory of change. The current study joins this new call in assessment science (e.g., Baird, Le, & Lucas, 2006; Hertzog & Nesselroade, 2003; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009 ) by examining the basic personality predictors of long-term stability and change in borderline personality disorder (BPD). This study uses the Revised Interpersonal Adjective Scales -Big Five (IASR-B5; Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990) and data from the Longitudinal Study of Personality Disorder (LSPD; Lenzenweger, 2006) to accomplish this.
A number of large-scale naturalistic studies of PD have assessed the longitudinal stability of PD diagnoses and symptom criteria. The Collaborative Longitudinal Study of Personality Disorder has focused on the diagnoses of Avoidant, Borderline, Obsessive-Compulsive, and Schyzotypal PD (Skodol et al., 2005) . Results of this study show that there are significant declines in the number of individuals meeting diagnostic threshold, and accordingly significant declines in symptoms when treated as dimensions . Similar results have emerged from the McLean Study of Adult Development, which is limited to BPD patients, with 75% of the initially diagnosed sample not meeting diagnostic threshold at six year follow up (Zanarini et al., 2003) . That number increased to 88% at 10 year follow up, with relatively low incidence of recurrence (6%; Zanarini et al., 2006) . These studies used clinic/hospital samples and were limited to one or a subset of the PDs.
In contrast, the Children in the Community study (CIC; Cohen et al., 2005) and the LSPD (Lenzenweger, 2006) have both studied PD longitudinally in non-clinical samples. The CIC study reported a 28% to 48% reduction in PD symptom counts going from adolescence to young adulthood (Johnson et al., 2000) . The LSPD, which has also tracked all of the DSM defined personality disorders, mirrors the other studies in demonstrating generally significant decline in PD symptoms over time (Lenzenweger, 1999) . Antisocial and Paranoid PD are exceptions which demonstrate symptom increase and stability, respectively, over the four-year course of the study. The LSPD has taken these results further by examining the interindividual variability in trajectories of change within an individual growth curve analytic framework. Results indicate that the mean decline in the whole sample masks significant interindividual heterogeneity in symptom change over time (Lenzenweger, Johnson, & Willett, 2004) . Although on the average individuals decline in the number of criteria they meet, some show stability over time, and others increase in criteria over time. Therefore, it is important to elucidate the influential aspects of individuals and their environment that act as risk and protective factors in augmenting or mitigating an individual's trajectory of change.
Undoubtedly, the influences on individual trajectories in psychopathology generally, and PD more specifically, are multiple. Notwithstanding, contemporary models of personality disorder argue for the direct links between basic personality/temperament and disordered personality functioning (e.g., Clark, 2007; Depue & Lenzenweger, 2001 , 2006 Pincus, 2005; Pincus, Lukowitsky, & Wright, 2010; Widiger & Simonsen, 2005) . Therefore the immediate avenue of research leads towards elucidating the underlying basic personality and temperament factors that predict stability and change in PD (Lenzenweger & Willet, 2007) . Indeed, Lenzenweger and colleagues (Lenzenweger & Castro, 2005; Lenzenweger & Willet, 2007) have already commenced this work using the Depue and Lenzenweger Model (DLM; Depue & Lenzenweger, 2001 , 2006 as an organizing and predictive framework for the dynamic waning and surging of PD over time. The DLM posits a model of interactive neurobehavioral systems that impact both normal and abnormal personality functioning. Within this system, underlying neurobehavioral systems are linked with higherorder personality processes. These systems are manifested in the following personality traits: (a) agentic extraversion, (b) affiliation, (c) negative emotion, (d) fear or harm avoidance, and (e) nonaffective constraint (i.e., control).
The DLM has been used as a predictor of variability and change in PD in two studies using the LSPD. In the more recent of these studies, the DLM served as a predictor for the symptom counts from each of the three DSM clusters of PD within a multivariate latent growth curve framework (Lenzenweger & Willet, 2007) . Although the specific results are beyond the scope of this review, in general the DLM's conceptualizations of personality dimensions were successful in predicting the variability in initial value and rate of change in PD symptoms. More relevant to the current study, Lenzenweger & Castro (2005) used the DLM as assessed at the first wave of the LSPD data collection as a predictor of BPD criteria -both symptom counts at the outset of the study and change over time. Results of this study indicated that when it came to predicting interviewer assessed BPD symptoms, fear and nonaffective constraint were associated with lower initial BPD symptoms, whereas negative emotion and agentic extraversion were positively associated with BPD symptom counts. These dimensions were also significant predictors of change; however, the directions of the associations were opposite. Thus, the DLM has proved quite useful in predicting the interindividual variability in PD criteria, both concurrently and as they change over time.
We propose that two additional interrelated models of personality are fruitful avenues of inquiry-the interpersonal circumplex (IPC) and the five-factor model (FFM). The IPC maps two of the neural systems and neurobehavioral processes used in the DLM (Depue & Collins, 1999; Depue & Lenzenweger, 2001 , 2006 Depue & Marone-Strupinsky, 2005) , whereas the FFM differs in critical ways (Lenzenweger & Willett, 2007) . The Interpersonal paradigm (e.g., Leary, 1957; Pincus et al., 2010; Wiggins, 2003) has conceptualized personality as "the relatively enduring pattern of recurrent interpersonal situations that characterize a human life" (Sullivan, 1953, pp. 110-111) . The interpersonal approach to personality utilizes a two-dimensional circumplex model based on the metaconcepts of Agency and Communion (Bakan, 1966; Wiggins, 1991 Wiggins, , 2003 . Agency refers to the notion of individuation, autonomy, and directedness, whereas Communion refers to associating, involvement, and sharing with others. Alternatively, Agency has been referred to as Power or Dominance, and Communion as Love or Warmth. These dimensions serve as the axes of the IPC (Wiggins, 1996) and are presumed to underlie functioning at the motivational (Horowitz, 2004; Horowitz et al., 2006; Locke, 2000) , trait (Wiggins, 1979) , cognitive (Locke & Sadler, 2007; Tracey & Rohlfing, 2010) , behavioral (Moskowitz, 1994 (Moskowitz, , 2005 , and problematic (Alden, Wiggins, & Pincus, 1990 ) levels of interpersonal functioning. The IPC is rooted in both theoretical (Sullivan, 1953; Leary, 1957) and empirical (Wiggins, 1982) foundations and therefore serves as a powerful nomological net for the study of behavior, personality, and psychopathology (Pincus & Gurtman, 2006; Pincus et al., 2010; Pincus, Lukowitsky, Wright, & Eichler, 2009; Pincus & Wright, in press ).
Furthermore, the dyadic-interactional perspective of the popular FFM (Wiggins & Trapnell, 1996) places Agency and Communion as the first two of the five factors, joined by Neuroticism, Conscientiousness, and Openness. And indeed, more conventional articulations of the first two dimensions of the FFM, Extraversion and Agreeableness, have found them to be rotational variants of Agency and Communion (McCrae & Costa, 1989; Pincus, 2002) . The dyadic-interactional perspective of the FFM further argues that the remaining three factors each contain Agentic and Communal aspects (e.g., Ansell & Pincus, 2004) , and that each influences interpersonal motivations and striving. For example, an Agentic expression of Conscientiousness might be "decisiveness", whereas a Communal expression might be "dependability". Expressions of Neuroticism that are associated with low Agency or low Communion may be respectively found in "depression" and "angry hostility". Finally, Agentic and Communal expressions of Openness can be found in "intelligence" and "feelings" respectively (see Wiggins & Trapnell, 1996 for a complete discussion).
Both the IPC and the FFM have a strong history of being used to articulate differences between the PDs (Widiger & Simonsen, 2005) . Given the ubiquitous nature of interpersonal dysfunction in PD (Livesley, 2001) , the IPC has often been proposed as a model that can serve as a basis for characterizing PD (APA, 2000; Haslam, 2003; Horowitz, 2004; Pincus, 2005; Widiger & Simonsen, 2005) and many empirical studies confirm this (e.g., Gurtman, 1996; Morey, 1985; Soldz, 1997; Soldz, Budman, Demby, & Merry, 1993; Wiggins & Pincus, 1989) . Paralleling PD research in general, a significant amount of recent empirical work relating the IPC to PD has focused on Borderline PD (Hilsenroth, Menaker, Peters, & Pincus, 2007; Ryan & Shean, 2007; Leichsenring, Kunst, & Hoyer, 2003; Leihener et al., 2003) . Notably, although BPD (and borderline pathology more generally) is clearly a disorder with strong interpersonal features, it evades a clear association with any specific location on the IPC when assessed cross-sectionally. Soldz et al. (1993) found borderline pathology to be associated with extraverted-intrusive interpersonal problems, whereas Hilsenroth et al. (2007) , Morey (1985) , and Sim and Romney (1990) have found it to be associated with dependent-exploitable interpersonal problems. Moreover, Ryan and Shean (2007) and Leihener and colleagues (2003) found two clusters of BPD based on interpersonal problems associated contrastingly with dependantexploitable and hostile-vindictive expressions. Wright, Pincus, Conroy, and Hilsenroth (2009) found two clusters of BPD associated with exploitable and nonassertive interpersonal problems. Leichsenring et al. (2003) found that different symptoms of borderline pathology loaded in different locations of interpersonal circumplex space. These accumulating results support early assertions that BPD does not map onto a specific location in interpersonal circumplex space Wiggins & Pincus, 1989 . What is undoubtedly the case is that BPD does not load uniformly in interpersonal space at a single time-point, as the interpersonal features of BPD, although prominent, are characterized by instability and oscillation. In contrast, the FFM profile of BPD is more consistent, with the metanalytical result that BPD is strongly positively associated with Neuroticism, and moderately negatively associated with Agreeableness and Conscientiousness, with no consistent association with Extraversion or Openness (Saulsman & Page, 2004) .
The current study aims to build on prior work that has mapped BPD onto the IPC and FFM cross-sectionally, by examining the ability for these models to predict the stability of BPD criteria longitudinally within the LSPD. The interpretive framework here is the dyadicinteractional perspective of the FFM, therefore we adopt the view that the dimensions of normal personality, although presumed to be orthogonal in the population, are not orthogonal within individuals-especially in the context of an individual's life trajectory. Quite the contrary, it is expected that the basic dimensions of personality will mutually influence each other, interacting synergistically to predict the features of BPD across a developmental epoch. This approach is rarely taken in the broader FFM literature, with very few exceptions (viz. . Furthermore, these analyses were performed on crosssectional data. By looking longitudinally and interactionally within an individual growth curve framework, this study adopts a more person centered approach in the study of the relationship between personality and its pathology. Longitudinal data captures the very important dynamic interplay between an individual's personality and their environment in the maintenance of personality pathology. Additionally, the exploration of interaction effects examines the within individual personality dynamics that might elucidate trajectory types. This study is meant to serve as an early step in an approach towards quantitative personality assessment that more approximates studying individuals within the context of their lives.
The focus of the current study is on the predictive power of these normal personality dimensions as assessed at the outset of the study, in much the same way as they might be assessed in the context of a referral, consultation, or beginning of treatment. The measure employed is the IASR-B5, which is an augmented version of the popular Interpersonal Adjective Scales (IAS; Wiggins, 1995) . Added to the two IAS dimensions of Dominance (Agency) and Love (Communion), this measure includes three additional bipolar scales that measure Neuroticism, Conscientiousness, and Openness (Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990) . The IASR-B5, like its parent measure the IAS, assesses personality based on ratings of traitadjectives. In keeping with the goal of placing this study within the larger clinical personality assessment literature, the outcome measure will be clinician assessed BPD criteria, as is generally the case in clinical practice. It is important to note here that the burden of predicting the change in clinician assessed BPD symptoms up to four years out is a taxing one for any measure. Thus this study features not only a longitudinal design, but a heteromethod design, where self-ratings on trait descriptive adjectives are used to predict clinician judgment of disordered functioning (Meyer et al., 2001 ).
Methods Participants
The 258 participants in the LSPD (Lenzenweger, 1999; Lenzenweger et al., 1997 Lenzenweger et al., , 2004 were drawn from a population consisting of 2,000 first-year undergraduate students. Extensive detail concerning the initial participant selection procedure and sampling is given elsewhere (Lenzenweger, 2006; Lenzenweger et al., 1997) . The 258 participants consisted of 121 males (47%) and 137 females (53%). The mean age of the participants at entry into the study was 18.88 years (SD = 0.51). All participants gave voluntary written informed consent and received an honorarium of $50.00 at each wave. Of the initial 258 participants, 250 completed all three assessment waves and are included in this analysis. Sample characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . Procedure PD assessments-As noted above, the LSPD has a prospective multiwave longitudinal design with participants initially evaluated at three points in time (i.e., first, second, and forth years in college). Although not required for application of individual growth modeling (Singer & Willett, 2003) , the LSPD data are balanced, in that all participants have three waves of data, and are time structured such that each participant was assessed repeatedly on the same three wave schedule, although the time between assessments varies from case to case. Interview assessments were conducted by experienced Ph.D. or advanced M.S.W. clinicians. Finally, because the LSPD is a naturalistic prospective study, participants were free to seek psychological treatment of their own accord. The PD features of each of the 250 study participants were assessed three times over the 4-year period. The average age of study participants at the assessment waves were 18.88 years (SD = 0.51) for Wave I, 19.83 years (SD = 0.54) for Wave II, and 21.70 years (SD = 0.56) for Wave III. The mean time between entry into the study (Wave I) and Waves II and III was 0.95 years (SD = 0.14) and 2.82 years (SD = 0.23), respectively.
IPDE DSM-III-R screen (IPDE-S)-This
is a 250-item self-administered true-false PD screening inventory developed by A. W. Loranger. The diagnostic efficiency and psychometric properties of the IPDE-S in a two-stage screen application were described previously (Lenzenweger, 2006; Lenzenweger et al., 1997) . Participants were assigned to either a "possible PD" (PPD) or "no PD" (NPD) group according to the IPDE-S (response rate = 84.2%) at the outset of the study. PPD participants were those who met the diagnostic threshold for at least one specific DSM-III-R PD, whereas NPD were those participants who (a) did not meet the DSM-III-R defined threshold for diagnosis and (b) had fewer than 10 PD features across all disorders. One-hundred thirty-four participants (66 female) were in the PPD group and 124 (71 female) were in the NPD group. This methodological feature of the study ensured a sufficient sampling of PD criteria within a nonclinical sample, while also retaining what is in essence a control group of individuals who were not immediately presenting with the features of the disorder but who may develop them over the course of the study and thereby also allow for the study of emerging psychopathology.
International Personality Disorder Examination (IPDE)-The IPDE (Loranger, 1988; was used as the PD measure in this study. It assessed the DSM-III-R criteria for the Axis II disorders. Clinically experienced interviewers received training in IPDE administration and scoring by Dr. A. W. Loranger and were supervised throughout the project by the third author (M.F.L.), who was blind to the participants' identity, putative PD status, and all prior assessment information. The interrater reliability intraclass correlation coefficients for IPDE assessments were excellent at all three waves, ranging between .84 and .92 for the total score across all the 3-point PD items. The interviewers were (a) blind to the putative PD group status of the participants and (b) blind to all prior LSPD PD assessment data, and (c) the same interviewer did not assess the same participant more than once. The BPD dimensional score from the IPDE was used in this analysis, though reliability data is not available for this specific score. The sample distribution of BPD feature counts was heavily positively skewed as is common for psychopathology variables that are formed from counts, particularly when studied in nonclinical community populations. Thus, we followed standard statistical practices for counted variables, taking a square-root transformation of the raw count as the outcome in our analyses. This reduces the skewness in the raw counts of PD features, linearizes individual growth in PD features over time, and renders the distribution of the residuals in our analysis more hospitable to the required normal theory assumptions. (Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990 ) is an extended version of the IAS (IAS; Wiggins, Trapnell, & Phillips, 1988) . The 64-item IAS consists of eight scales assessing the eight octants of the Wiggins (1979) circumplex. In turn, these can be converted into scores for the two primary dimensions of the IPC: Agency/Dominance/Control and Communion/Love/Warmth. The IASR-B5 augments this measure by including 20-item markers for each of the three FFM factors of Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness. The three FFM scales of the IASR-B5 correlate highly with the corresponding scales on the NEO Personality Inventory (r's = .76, .74, and .67, respectively; Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990) . Participants responded to each of 124 adjectives (e.g., dominant, coldhearted) on an 8-point scale of self-description. For the current analyses, the five dimensional scores from the IASR-B5 administration at Wave 1 were used as individual level predictors in the individual growth curve models described below.
Revised Interpersonal Adjective Scales -Big Five (IASR-B5)-The IASR-B5

Structured clinical interview for DSM-III-R-Nonpatient version (SCID-NP)-
This is the well-known semistructured DSM-III-R Axis I clinical interview for use with nonpatients (Spitzer, Williams, Gibbon, & First, 1990) . The SCID interview was performed first and followed by the IPDE. All interviewers achieved high reliability with criterion cases (all intraclass correlation coefficients > .80 for symptom assessments), though reliability data for this sample is not available. The SCID interview was done first, followed by the IPDE as is customary practice for thorough Axis II assessments. The Axis I diagnostic information generated by the SCID is not a primary focus of this report, although we report the results of these assessments as part of the clinical description of the sample.
Analyses
The analytical approach taken in this study was the individual growth curve (IGC) analysis, sometimes referred to as Hierarchical Linear Modeling, Multilevel Modeling, or Random Coefficients Regression. IGC analyses allow for the investigation of within person change over time (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Singer & Willet, 2003) . The dependant variable in this study was the transformed version (i.e., square root) of the IPDE BPD dimensional score. In this analytical framework, measurement occasions (Level 1) are treated as nested within individuals (Level 2). Therefore, each individual has a trajectory of change over time. This trajectory is most often treated as a linear function of time, plus error. This Level 1 model contains two important unknown growth parameters-the intercept and slope-which determine the shape of change over time. The individual intercept parameter represents the mean level of the BPD features for the individual at the onset of the study (or, alternatively, whenever the origin of the time scale has been defined). The individual slope parameter represents the rate of change over time and is the within-person rate of change in BPD features over time in the present study. The advantage of IGC modeling is that the coefficients for these two parameters can be allowed to vary randomly if there is significant interindividual variation in intercept and slope in the sample. That is to say, each individual is allowed to take on their own values for intercept and slope, which in turn can be explained by introducing between-person predictors (e.g., gender, interpersonal and FFM dimensions, age) at Level 2 in the model.
To illustrate, we have included Figure 1 which is a plot of the 250 participants' individual ordinary least squares fitted regression lines for the outcome measure of IPDE BPD features. The IPDE dimensional score is on the ordinate and time in years centered on participants' age at enrolment is on the abscissa. Visually the heterogeneity in the number of features at the beginning of the study and rates of change across these individuals is striking. This plot demonstrates the importance of using IGC approaches that allow each individual to retain their own trajectory while also allowing for an investigation of the determinants of these trajectories. The Level 2 model uses between-individual variables to explain this rich individual heterogeneity in growth trajectories. Of importance for interpreting the results of IGC models are the fixed and random (i.e., variance) coefficients. The fixed coefficients can be interpreted straightforwardly in much the same way as basic multiple regression coefficients. These test whether the average effect of the predictor variable is significantly different from zero. In contrast, the random effects test whether significant variability remains unexplained in the outcome variable. In this study, of most interest are the random coefficients associated with the Level 1 intercept and slope parameters. These are and respectively, and indicate whether random variability remains to be explained in the intercept and slope parameters. Additionally, the covariance (σ 01 ) between the intercept and slope is reported, but it is not a focus in this study.
In our analyses, the hypothesized Levels 1 and 2 statistical models were fitted simultaneously to the LSPD data using full maximum likelihood estimation and the HLM-6 computer program (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, Congdon, & Du Toit, 2004) . Adopting a maximum likelihood approach was supported due to the lack of missing data, the transformation reduced the high degree of skew and kurtosis in the raw data going from 3.03 to 1.35 and 11.16 to .94 respectively, and a post hoc analysis of the residuals indicated they conformed to a normal distribution. We conducted our analyses sequentially. First, we conducted a set of unconditional growth analyses (Singer & Willett, 2003) in which we posited a linear individual change trajectory at Level 1, but did not attempt to predict interindividual variation in the growth parameters by between-participant factors. Such unconditional analyses are useful for partitioning the outcome variation into variance components that describe the net variation in slope and intercept across individuals. Second, we conducted a set of conditional analyses in which we examined systematic interindividual differences in intercept and slope as a function of between-participant predictors, namely study group (PPD vs. NPD), participant gender, and age in years at entry into the study were included as control variables, and the dimensions of IASR-B5 as substantive predictors. These predictors yield fixed effects in the prediction of the slope and intercept values retained from the Level 1 analysis. The fitting of the Level 2 model also yields estimates of residual variance that describe remaining interindividual variability in the individual slopes and intercepts (as well as their covariance) after accounting for the hypothesized fixed effects, giving rise to the variance components (i.e., , , and σ 01 ). Improvement in model fit was assessed by comparison of deviance statistics. Fixed-effects and variance components were tested for statistical significance using the provided t (2-tailed) and χ 2 statistics.
Results
Clinical Characteristics of the Sample
The lifetime DSM-III-R Axis I diagnoses for the study participants have been reported previously (Lenzenweger, 1999; Lenzenweger et al., 2004) . However, Table 2 summarizes the Axis I diagnoses (definite and probable) in the sample by putative PD status. Additionally, 41 (31.8%) PPD participants versus 21 (17.4%) NPD participants reported a prior history of treatment by Wave 3 (χ 2 = 6.97, df = 1, p = .008). Finally, at Wave 1, 11% of the participants qualified for an Axis II diagnosis of some sort. This percentage rose to 16% by Wave 3. The raw rates of diagnosed PDs in the LSPD sample as of Wave 1 were as follows: paranoid = 1.2%, schizoid = 1.2%, schizotypal = 1.6%, antisocial = 0.8%, borderline = 1.6%, histrionic = 3.5%, narcissistic = 3.1%, obsessive-compulsive = 1.6%, passive-aggressive = 0.8%, avoidant = 1.2%, dependent = 0.8%, and not otherwise specified = 4.3%.
Individual Growth Curve Analyses
As a first step, we fit an unconditional growth curve model to both the standard and transformed IPDE BPD scores. These initial models are termed unconditional because the growth in the dependent variable is specified only as a function of time and error, with no between-person explanatory variables included. The intercept and slope were allowed to vary randomly. The parameters of the untransformed model, presented here as Model 1 in Table 3 , have previously been presented elsewhere (Lenzenweger & Castro, 2005; Lenzenweger et al., 2004) . The transformed (i.e., square root) version of the model has not previously been presented, and is listed as Model 2 in Table 3 for comparison to the conditional models that were subsequently fitted to these data. Aside from the resultant values of the fixed and random effects coefficients, the models remain highly similar. The fixed effect coefficient for the intercept in both models is significantly different from zero (p < .001) with a large effect size (ES r = .48 and .57 respectively; where ; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). The fixed effect coefficient for the slope in both the untransformed and transformed models is significant (p < .001 and < .01 respectively), with medium (ES r = .24) and small (ES r = .17) effect sizes, respectively. The untransformed model shows that the average number of BPD features present in the sample was about one at the start of the study, with an average annual decline of .14 criteria. In addition, each model demonstrates significant variability in intercept ( i.e., initial value) and slope ( ; i.e., rate of change) of the Level 1 models remaining to be explained at Level 2. Therefore, the between person variables will be included at Level 2 as predictors of this variability in initial value and overall rate of decline in BPD features over the course of the study. A comparison of the deviance statistics between the two models demonstrates that the use of the transformed variables provides a much better fit to the data.
We then fit two conditional models. In the first model, Model 3 in Table 3 , the control variables and four dimensions (i.e., consensus big four; Widiger, 1998; Widiger, Livesley, & Clark, 2009 ) of the IASR-B5 were included as predictors. The second model, Model 4 in Table 3 , expands on these analyses by testing the interaction between the four personality dimensions. These dimensions are the IPC axes of Dominance (DOM) and Love (LOV), and the FFM dimensions of Conscientiousness (CONSC) and Neuroticism (NEUR). 1 The control variables were biological sex, sample selection group (i.e., PPD vs. NPD), and age at entry in to the study. The time between assessments for each participant was calculated in years, using each participant's date of birth and exact assessment date, and then centered on age at entry into the study for each study participant. Centering the assessment intervals on age at entry and including age at entry as a predictor at Level 2 accounts for each participant's unique chronological age when he/she began the study and causes the individual Level 1 intercepts to represent the value of the Wave I assessments as the participants' "initial status." Taking age at entry to the study into account is theoretically important because it helps to account for differences in the developmental level of the study participants. By including selection group, we account for the methodological approach of the LSPD's selection process.
The first conditional model included the control variables and IASR-B5 dimensions of DOM, LOV, NEUR, and CONSC as predictors of interindividual variation in initial BPD features and interindividual change in these features over the course of the study. Overall model fit improved significantly by including these predictors ( ; p < .001). The resulting fixed effects and random components from this model are detailed in Table 4 . First, we report the predictors of initial status (i.e., intercept). For the control variables, group status is a significant predictor of initial elevation (p < .001; ES r = .24) with those in the PPD group possessing a higher number of BPD features at the outset of the study. Additionally, age at entry to the study, although not significant at p = .05 (p = .056; ES r = . 07), suggested that those who are older at the outset of the study had more features of the disorder. In terms of the assessed personality variables, consistent with past research, NEUR is a significant positive predictor of BPD features (p < .001; ES r = .23) and CONSC is a significant negative predictor (p = .032; ES r = .14). DOM, although also not significant at p = .05 (p = .058; ES r = .12), tended to be associated with greater BPD feature counts.
When it came to predicting the interindividual differences in change over time, a slightly different picture emerged. The coefficients for Group and NEUR were again significantly different from zero (p's = .010 and .047 respectively; ES r's = .16 and .13 respectively), and predicted a steeper decline in features over time. CONSC was no longer a significant predictor (p = .806) when it came to change in BPD over time, whereas age of entry to the study now achieved significance (p =.005; ES r = .18) with those who are older showing a more rapid decline in features over time. The variance components for both the intercept and slope of the Level 1 model continued to evidence significant variability that remained to be explained.
Based on the theory that the IPC dimensions would not be simple predictors of BPD features, we estimated a second conditional model that included interaction terms for the four included IASR-B5 dimensions. Overall model fit was significantly improved by including the interaction terms ( ; p < .001). Interaction effects were plotted to visually interpret the results and are presented in Figures 2 and 3 . In predicting the variability in initial status of BPD symptoms, Group (p < .001; ES r = .25) and NEUR (p < . 001; ES r = .27) remained as significant predictors of increased BPD features. In contrast, CONSC no longer was a significant predictor by itself and age of entry emerged as a significant predictor (p = .033; ES r = .14). Three interaction terms were significant. The DOM × CONSC (p < .010, ES r = .17) interaction revealed that high DOM and low CONSC only led to increased BPD features when in the presence of each other, otherwise neither had a significant effect. The LOV × NEUR interaction term was significant (p = .002, ES r = . 20) such that the positive association between NEUR and BPD features is much stronger in the presence of low LOV. Finally, CONSC × NEUR significantly predicted (p = .015, ES r = .15) BPD features with low CONSC and high NEUR each augmenting the effects of the other. Significant variability remains to be explained in the intercepts ( ; p = .001) despite the inclusion of these predictors.
In predicting the slope, the same set of variables was significantly associated with change as in the previous model. The interaction terms that achieved significance in predicting change were not identical to those that predicted initial value. In predicting the slope DOM × CONSC and CONSC × NEUR were no longer significant predictors. The LOV × NEUR significantly predicted change (p = .033, ES r = .14), with those who were high in NEUR and low in LOV beginning the study with the highest number of BPD criteria, and then showing the fastest decline. Additionally, DOM × LOV was a significant predictor (p = . 022, ES r = .15) of rate of change across the study. The results indicated that those who were higher in DOM and lower in LOV started at the highest value, and showed a steeper decline in BPD features across the study. Of note, high LOV and low DOM was associated with lower starting values, but a similarly steep slope. In contrast, when the signs of DOM and LOV were the same, the change was characterized by more modest initial values and shallow rates of change. All three-way interaction terms were non-significant for intercept or slope. Significant variability remains to be explained in the slopes ( ; p = .046).
Discussion
The accumulating data from a number of large longitudinal studies of PD suggests that these disorders are more plastic and characterized by change than had previously been asserted (Johnson et al., 2000; Lenzenweger, 1999; Lenzenweger et al., 2004; Shea et al., 2002; Zanarini et al., 2003) . These new findings have important implications for conceptualization and classification of these disorders. In turn, these findings also have implications for assessment and treatment of personality pathology. The emerging challenge for the field of personality assessment is how to capture and predict the dynamic aspects of PD. The results of the current study pertain to the prediction of lack of stability over a large time scale (e.g., four years). We used individual growth curve modeling to predict variability in the initial value and rate of change in BPD symptoms using the IASR-B5 in the LSPD sample. Our focus was on the four dimensions of DOM, LOV, CONSC, and NEUR based on their theoretical importance and past empirical results (e.g., Saulsman & Page, 2004; Wiggins & Pincus, 1994) .
The results of the first model, which does not include the interaction terms, are consistent with prior research on the IPC, FFM, and BPD. Higher levels of NEUR and lower levels of CONSC were associated with higher levels of BPD features at the start of the LSPD. Neither DOM nor LOV show significant relationships to BPD features at the outset, although this was perhaps to be expected given previous variable results with the IPC (e.g., Ryan & Shean, 2007; Wiggins & Pincus, 1989) . Additionally, participant group (i.e., PPD vs. NPD) was a significant predictor of initial number of BPD features, capturing a major study design feature. In terms of predicting the variability in change, the results differ with those who are older showing a more rapid rate of decline in BPD features, likely capturing a developmental feature of the maturational process. Interestingly, CONSC, although a significant predictor of initial value, had no bearing on change in BPD features. This remains true through all of the tested models, suggesting that a low level of conscientiousness may not play much of a role in the maintenance process of BPD. Those in the PPD group show a more rapid rate of decline. Higher initial values of NEUR were also predictive of more rapid rates of decline. While at first glance a somewhat puzzling result, it is important to remember that the predictor is a baseline level of NEUR, and not NEUR over time. Therefore it is capturing the strong downward mean trend in BPD features of the study sample, as those who were higher in initial NEUR on average declined more throughout the study. These results are interesting in that they demonstrate the ability of a lexically based personality measure to capture the variability in change in clinician diagnosed symptoms across a 4-year time span. However, based on the dyadic-interactional view of the FFM (Wiggins & Trapnell, 1996) , even more interesting are the analyses that capture the interplay between these personality variables.
The second conditional model demonstrated the effect we anticipated, namely that these personality dimensions modify the expression of each other to produce distinct conditional results. In predicting the initial values of BPD criteria, there were three significant interactions. Starting with the interaction between CONSC and NEUR, this suggests that while NEUR has a main effect, low CONSC is only problematic when there are high levels of NEUR. In that regard, low constraint is most problematic when one has a tendency to be emotionally reactive and distress-prone-generating a common clinical portrait of negative affectivity and impulsivity seen in BPD (Scott, Levy, & Pincus, 2009 ). Both of the interpersonal dimensions emerged in interactions with separate variables. DOM interacted with CONSC such that low CONSC was only problematic in the presence of high DOM. In the context of BPD features, a lack of control and planfulness is most problematic when one is also highly assertive and domineering. LOV interacted with NEUR such that high levels of LOV mitigated the usually detrimental effects of high NEUR associated with BPD, suggesting that those who seek out connections with others may receive support to better manage their affective reactivity. Alternatively, when individuals are interpersonally cold and high in neuroticism, they are at significantly greater risk for BPD symptoms.
Two interactions involving LOV were predictive of rate of change in BPD features. Although these two variables did not interact in the prediction of initial level of BPD symptoms, DOM and LOV significantly interacted in predicting the rate of change. The effect was such that those who were rated themselves as being arrogant-calculating (i.e., high DOM, low LOV) started with the highest values and showed more rapid rates of decline, whereas those who characterized themselves as unassuming-ingenuous (i.e., low DOM, high LOV) started the study with more modest BPD symptomatology with similarly steep rates of decline. In contrast, those who characterized themselves as either gregariousextraverted (i.e., high DOM, high LOV) and aloof (i.e., low DOM, low LOV) started with modest levels of BPD symptomatology and showed no appreciable decline in BPD symptoms. These results might appear confusing at first, but what is occurring is the effect of the dimension that runs between arrogant-calculating and unassuming-ingenuous on the IPC. For those who are familiar with IPC terminology, this is the BC-JK axis. It is this axis that Agreeableness from the conventional conceptualization of the FFM most closely maps onto (McCrae & Costa, 1989 , Pincus, 2002 . Thinking about it in terms of this dimension, these results indicate that for those whose interpersonal style lies somewhere along this dimension there are stark differences in BPD trajectories over time. Those who are arrogantcalculating show the natural decline in BPD symptoms most drastically. This is understandable as they began with the highest number BPD symptoms, and the known trend is a decline in features over time, thus they evidence the greatest mean change. In contrast, those who are unassuming-ingenuous in their interpersonal approach start with lower values of BPD symptoms, but show a similar rate of decline, not because they are demonstrating the known decline in symptoms over time, but because their cooperative interpersonal style is protective. They are neither domineering nor hostile, and are more likely able to effectively work with and enlist the help and care of others. For those who are not characterized by either of these interpersonal styles, there is negligible change over time.
Finally, LOV interacted with NEUR such that those individuals who were low in LOV and high in NEUR began the study with the most BPD symptoms, and also showed the steepest rates of decline on average. Those individuals who did not describe themselves as high NEUR and low LOV did not show such steep declines. It is important to note that significant variance remains to be explained in the intercept and slope of these models, indicating that personality traits do not account for all of the variability in initial values and rates of change in BPD symptoms.
While the dimensions of the FFM model are hypothesized to be orthogonal in the population (Costa & McCrae, 1992) , within an individual they can interact to produce qualitatively distinct expressions of personality. This point is emphasized, for example, in the Depue and Lenzenweger (2005) model, which views PDs as emergent phenomena reflective of rich interactions among underlying neurobehavioral systems. This is not a common approach in FFM research, which most typically focuses on profiles, even when the analytical approach is correlational (e.g., Miller, Gauhgan, Pryor, Kamen, & Campbell, 2009) . Based on the current results, we believe that examining the interactions between the five-factors of the FFM within the same model would be an advantageous avenue for future investigation building on the vast literature that has related the FFM and PDs (e.g., Samuel & Widiger, 2008; Saulsman & Page, 2004) . From a diagnostic standpoint, these interactions suggest that perhaps PDs cannot be fully captured by mere profiles of normal personality traits, but that the emergent phenomenon of personality pathology can be found in the complex interaction of these dimensions that are conditional on each other. Stated otherwise, individuals with BPD may be characterized by high neuroticism, low agreeableness, and low conscientiousness, but every person who is high in neuroticism, low in agreeableness, and low in conscientiousness will not have BPD (some will be schizotypal, for example, and others will show no pathology). Not every individual with the same basic personality profile will evidence the same psychiatric disorder. Perhaps it is only for those individuals within which these dimensions interact in specific ways that begin to evidence the types of personality pathology captured by a BPD diagnosis. This study further attests to the importance of investigating personality and psychopathology longitudinally and interactionally. By considering the influence and interaction of each of these dimensions with each other on the trajectory of psychopathology across time, we are better able to understand the conditions that support the perpetuation and decline of PD.
This is also the first study of which we are aware that has used the IPC dimensions of Agency and Communion as predictors of longitudinal change in PD criteria counts. As noted in the introduction, BPD has been a difficult diagnosis for the IPC to statically capture (Wiggins & Pincus, 1989) . It is not that the disorder is not interpersonal in nature-exactly the opposite (APA, 2000) . Instead, it is that BPD is not tethered to one location in interpersonal space, being characterized by labile behavioral oscillations (Russell, Moskowitz, Zuroff, Sookman, & Paris, 2007) which would likely give rise to the type of heterogeneity in results reviewed in the introduction of this study. Moreover, BPD as a disorder is more than its characteristic interpersonal expressions of the pathology. It is also characterized by strong negative emotions and disconstraint (Saulsman & Page, 2004) . Relatedly, recent results from a finite mixture modeling study found 3 BPD types; a) nonparanoid/non-aggressive; b) paranoid/non-aggressive; c) antisocial/aggressive, non-paranoid which undoubtedly differ in their interpersonal styles (Lenzenweger, Clarkin, Yeomans, Kernberg, & Levy, 2008) . Consistent with the dyadic-interactional perspective of the FFM, results reported here suggest that these additional features of the disorder interact with one's interpersonal style in the expression and maintenance of the disorder (Wiggins & Trapnell, 1996) .
Although the specific results for BPD are exciting indeed, we present them here in the spirit of exploration and hypothesis generation, not as the final word on the disorder. These trajectories are still at a very coarse level of analysis, representing years of individual interactions, relationships, and the push and pull of the individual and the environment. What is occurring as an individual navigates their interpersonal field that results in their specific trajectory across time? What accounts for the remaining variability in change over time? Are there significant relationship variables to account for (e.g., volatile or stable significant others)? Are their life events that also interact with an individual's personality (e.g., trauma, suicide attempts, marriage; financial hardship)? The answers to these last two questions are undoubtedly yes and yes (see, e.g., Paris, 2001 ). In the context of lives, an individual both acts and is acted upon by the environment in complex ways which are better captured, but still only approximated, by using the individual trajectory as the unit of analysis.
From a clinician's point of view, one potential limitation of this study is that it did not assess change due to treatment response. Therefore, these results should not be taken as indicative of the type of person who will respond well to treatment. The LSPD was designed to capture the natural change in criteria over time. Instead, what these results point to clinically is the prognosis associated with individual's interpersonal style. Or, perhaps these results point to the type of interpersonal stance that a BPD patient might be encouraged to adopt thereby engendering the naturalistic change pattern of a decline in symptoms. Moreover, these results point towards a new direction in assessment research. As assessment science moves forward, it must build upon the wealth of knowledge that has been accumulated around predicting psychopathology at a single time-point, and move towards predicting the dynamic aspects of disorders (e.g., Odgers et al., 2009) . In this context, a personality assessment is not the taking of a still photograph or portrait of an individual, but rather the production of a movie trailer. It is a brief summary that foreshadows what is to come throughout the feature length version. Fortunately, unlike the movie trailer that previews a completed work, an individual's script can be revised and rewritten as it plays along. These results also show that even lexically based self-report assessments of personality are capable of predicting the types of dynamic instability that we now know is characteristic of personality disorders. Therefore, we are hopeful that the field is well equipped to begin focusing on the patterns of change, fluctuation, plasticity, variability, and flexibility that is so characteristic of emerging conceptions of personality and its pathology. Ordinary least squares individual growth trajectories for IPDE diagnosed BPD features in 250 participants over the study period. The time is reported in years since the beginning of the study, and it is centered for each participant using the participant's age at entry into the study. Adapted from Lenzenweger & Castro (2005) with permission from the Cambridge University Press. Plots of the fitted Level 2 interaction effects for the final model intercept. DOM = Dominance score; LOV = Love score, NEUR = Neuroticism score; CONSC = Conscientiousness score. High = 1SD above the mean score, Low = 1SD below mean score. Plots of the interaction effects of the fitted borderline personality disorder (BPD) feature growth curves. DOM = Dominance score; LOV = Love score, NEUR = Neuroticism score; High = 1SD above the mean score, Low = 1SD below mean score. Note. SCID-NP, Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R-Non-patient version; NPD, non-personality disorder controls; PPD, possible personality disorder; NOS, not otherwise specified. The values are the number of cases and percentages per diagnostic category observed in the two participant groups. Cases consist of both definite and probable lifetime Axis I diagnoses combined for the entire study period; some participants have more than one Axis I diagnosis. Significance is based on the Pearson χ 2 test (two tailed. df = 1). ES r = effect size r calculated from χ 2 using the following formula . 
